Toward a profiling tool for visualizing implicit behavior in X10
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Abstract
This paper presents a design sketch of the profiler that we are currently developing for X10. To modify an X10 program for improving the execution performance, a profiler should visualize implicit data transfer among places and synchronization among activities. Since X10 is a PGAS language and its programming is not a SIMD-style, visualizing those kinds of behavior of X10 programs is significant in practice. This paper shows how those kinds of behavior are visualized.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.5 [SOFTWARE ENGINEERING]: Testing and Debugging

Keywords Performance profiling, visualization, parallel computing.

1. Introduction
X10 provides high productivity for large-scale computing with high-level language abstraction on parallel and distributed operations. However, since they involve various implicit operations, developers often see difficulties in understanding the behavior of their programs with respect to synchronization and data transfer. To address these difficulties, we are currently developing a profiler and a visualizer for X10 programs. For example, unlike a typical MPI program, some data transfers in X10 are implicit. When an activity is moved among places, data transfers are implicitly executed but they are not explicitly described in the source code. Which activities are synchronized by the finish operator is not explicitly described or it is often not statically determined. These difficulties are serious since typical X10 programs are not SIMD-style code but they create a number of activities that behave differently; their program structures are often more complicated than typical SIMD-style programs using MPI.

To illustrate such implicit behavior of X10 programs, our profiler and visualizer perform source-to-source translation of X10 programs. The profiler inserts probe code into an X10 program and logs its behavior during runtime. Then, our plan is that the visualizer presents the logged information of the implicit behavior along with the logs of explicit events, which are explicitly described in the X10 source program such as method calls and the execution of finish. The activities involved in synchronization are identified by showing relevant explicit events such as where the activities are created in the source code. We also plan to provide a profiling mechanism based on aspect orientation. Narrowing the profiled explicit/implicit events and data would be useful to ease the understanding of the behavior of complex programs. These features are currently being implemented by modifying an existing X10 compiler. In this paper, we first present the functionalities demanded when debugging X10 programs. Then we present our design of the profiler and visualizer for providing these functionalities. We also show the current status of our implementation in progress.
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2. Requirements for X10 profilers
Since X10 is a PGAS language and provides different features from non-PGAS parallel programming languages, a profiler for X10 programs has to show not only typical kinds of profiles but also ones unique to X10. Such unique kinds of profiles have to help developers understand two aspects of the behavior of X10 programs: implicit data transfer and activities involved in synchronization. X10 programs are not SIMD-style code and hence a large number of activities may act differently. Understanding those aspects is significant when developers are debugging their programs and improving their execution performance.

2.1 Implicit data transfer
When an activity moves to another place, all local variables and arrays declared before the movement will be copied and transferred to the destination place. For example, Listing 1 is a typical X10 program taken from [2]. Since the original program was written in an old style, we rewrote the program to follow the current specifications of X10. In this program, a number of activities are created and moved to different places. Estimating how much data is transferred and when it is transferred would be a complex task for developers as the number of activities increases but they are crucial information for improving the execution performance of the program. An activity might more frequently move if the program includes variables of type GlobalRef. The value of such a variable is often fetched by a short expression surrounded by $at$, which might be abused and cause a serious performance bottleneck due to data transfer.

```
public static def main(Rail[Number]) { public static def main(Rail[Number]) {
    val BigD = Dist.makeBlock(...);
    val D = BigD | ((1..N)*(1..N));
    val A = DistArray.make(...);
    val Temp = DistArray.make(...);
    val D_Base = Dist.makeUnique(...);
    var delta: Double;

    do {
        finish for (z in D_Base.places()) at (z) {
          // kernel computation
          delta = A.map(...).reduce(...);
        }
    } finish for (place in D.places()) at (place){
      for (p in D) {
        // copy the array in parallel
        A(p) = Temp(p);
      }
    }
  } while (delta >= epsilon);
}
```

Listing 1. An X10 program for computing heat spreading
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It also records information such as the current position in the source code and the name of the method where the event occurs. We also have the visualizer show the current position and the method name for each event. The profiler/visualizer is a Java application using JavaFX.

Listing 3 presents the X10 program after the translation by the current version of our profiler. The original program was presented in Listing 1. It inserts probe code around the language constructs of X10 such as at, async, and finish. For example, in Listing 3, the calls to the methods in CreateEvent and MoveEvent are the probe code. The probe code records when certain language constructs are executed. The call to activityCreated in CreateEvent is also the probe code. It records when the main method starts.

3.1 The behavior of activities

The current version of our visualizer can read the event log recorded by the probe code and then it can illustrate the behavior of activities. Figure 1, 2, and 3 show the output by our visualizer.

Figure 1 illustrates the movement of activities. The vertical axis represents the number of activities created is not statically known.

The colored thick line denotes the trace of the move of each activity till the activity terminates. Each activity is identified by a pair of two digits such as 0-1. The first digit represents the place where the activity is created and the second digit represents a uniquely-assigned number among the activities created in the same place. The yellow line 0-0 denotes the trace of the root activity. The figure shows that it moved from place 0 to other places and created an activity.

Listing 2. An X10 program in which the number of activities

2.2 Activities synchronized together

If some methods are called within the body of finish, the methods might create several new activities and the number of the created activities could not be statically determined. The developer would want to know how many activities are synchronized by finish and how long the synchronization takes. They would want to know whether or not there is an activity that runs longer than others and thus becomes a bottleneck at the time of synchronization.

Listing 2 shows an example of such a case. This program includes three subclasses of the Scheduler class. The run method in the Sequential class sequentially performs the given tasks. The run method in the Parallel class performs each task by using a different activity. The run method in the last class OptimizedParallel performs the tasks in parallel by using a fixed number of activities. It will avoid excessive parallelism. Letting developers select an appropriate Scheduler object is natural but then the number of activities the doTask method will create and synchronize is not easily estimated without considering the dynamic type of the object.

3. Our profiler and visualizer for X10

To satisfy the requirements mentioned above, we are currently developing a profiler for X10 programs and the visualizer of the profiled data. Our profiler is a modified version of the X10 compiler built with Polyglot [6]. It is a source-to-source translator that inserts probe code into a target X10 program. When the translated program is run, the probe code records various kinds of events such as the creation of an activity, the move of an activity, and synchronization. Here, the synchronization includes barrier synchronization and the termination of an activity. Then our profiler reads the recorded events and visualizes them. When the probe code records an event,
public class MyHeatTransfer {
    public static def main(Rail[(String)]) {
        finish {
            val trace0 = new EventTracer();
            val gtrace0 = GlobalRef[EventTracer](trace0);
            // The root activity is created
            CreateEvent.activityCreated(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 9L);
            
            val BigD = Dist.makeBlock(...);
            val D = BigD | ((1..N)*(1..N));
            val A = DistArray.make(...);
            val Temp = DistArray.make(...);
            val D_Base = Dist.makeUnique(...);
            var delta : Double;
            do {
                SyncStartEvent.syncStart(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 18L);
                finish {
                    for (z in D_Base.places()) {
                        at (z) {
                            MoveEvent.activityMoved(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 18L);
                            // kernel computation
                            delta = A.map(...).reduce(...);
                            MoveEvent.activityMoved(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 18L);
                        }
                        MoveEvent.activityMoved(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 18L);
                    }
                    SyncEndEvent.syncEnd(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 18L);
                    SyncStartEvent.syncStart(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 23L);
                    finish {
                        for (place in D.places()) {
                            at (place) {
                                MoveEvent.activityMoved(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 23L);
                                for (p in D) {
                                    // copy the array in parallel
                                    A(p) = Temp(p);
                                }
                                MoveEvent.activityMoved(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 23L);
                            }
                            MoveEvent.activityMoved(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 23L);
                        }
                        SyncEndEvent.syncEnd(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 23L);
                    }
                }
                SyncEndEvent.syncEnd(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 23L);
            } while (delta >= epsilon);
            TerminateEvent.activityTerminated(gtrace0, "MyHeatTransfer", "main", 9L);
            
            // create a log file
            EventTracer.printResultByPlace();
        }
    }
}

Listing 3. The X10 program after the translation

the wall time. The vertical axis represents both the amount of data transferred in total and the identification of activities. This chart overlaps the amount of transferred data over the event logs of each activity. It does not directly present which event at the level of X10 source code causes a large amount of data transfer but it would help developers understand the communication behavior of the X10
program and think about how the program should be modified to improve the execution performance.

Another functionality we have not implemented yet is a scoping mechanism to restrict the range of profiling. This mechanism is significant to support development of real-scale software in X10. Our current profiler and visualizer shows the behavior of all the activities created while the program is executed but showing the behavior of a large number of activities in the same chart is not realistic. If the probe code is inserted at a large number of positions, then the execution overheads due to the probe code would be not negligible.

Our plan for the scoping mechanism is to exploit aspect-orientation [3]. We plan to provide an aspect-oriented domain-specific language (DSL) for describing which kinds of events are to be recorded by the profiler. The profiler refers to the description in this DSL and inserts the probe code only at the necessary positions. For example, the DSL will allow developers to specify the activities created within specific contexts so that only those activities will be investigated during the next run. The use of aspect orientation for profilers is not a new idea but it is well known as a killer application of aspect orientation. Several profilers based on aspect orientation, including ours [9], have been proposed.

We also plan to improve the visualization of the behavior of activities. Our current profiler cannot correctly record which activities are synchronized together by the same finish. Like in Figure 2, if a method is called within the body of finish and the method may create an activity, the profiler cannot associate this activity with that finish. Note that the called method cannot be statically determined due to dynamic method dispatch. We must implement a mechanism for recording a call chain as well as activity creation.

4. Concluding remarks

We have presented that a profiler for X10 needs new functionalities and showed a sketch of the profiler we are currently implementing. This profiler records various events during the execution of an X10 program and visualizes implicit data transfer and synchronization among activities. We have already implemented part of the functionality of the profiler and showed it in this paper.

Since a performance profiler is a key component of a tool set for parallel computing, there have been a number of profilers developed. For example, Vampir [4] is a performance profiler for various styles of parallel programs such as MPI, CUDA, and PGAS. For PGAS programs, it collects low-level memory operations such as get, set, and lock of PGAS. Unlike these profilers, we are focusing on X10 and profiler-functionalities uniquely required for tuning X10 programs. The profiler presented in [8] was designed for PGAS programs. However, its target abstraction is global arrays [5] and thus their profiler is different from ours, which is for higher-level language constructs of X10, such as async and finish. The profiler presented in [7] is also different from ours since it focuses on communication overheads due to the low-level operations of remote memory accesses provided by their PGAS language, Titanium [10]. XAnalyzer [1] is a profiling tool designed for X10. It detects code patterns that will cause a performance problem. The code patterns are predefined and XAnalyzer currently supports eight patterns. Although XAnalyzer is a profiler for higher-level code analysis, our tool provides more basic-level performance data and visualizes them. Combination of the two approaches will be beneficial but this is our future work.
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Figure 4. Detailed information of a synchronization event

Figure 5. Information of an activity

Figure 6. Visualization of implicit data transfer


